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Abstract: There has been a variety of content and valuable opinions about the love and kindness in Islamic scholars' viewpoint from mysticism and ethics to philosophy and medicine; among them, Mulla Sadra's and Allameh Tabatabaei's who have views on different sciences including mysticism, philosophy, interpretation, and other Islamic sciences and have creative ideas have been considered in this thesis. This thesis concludes in generalities, in lexical and the term semantics of love and kindness that these two words are defined more based on the effects and consequences than the truth, and a definition about them is presented in any science and every scientist suitably. In the second chapter, Mulla Sadra's viewpoint is expressed; love is defined as happiness because of imaging inherent presence; he also considers love in all over the world as being currently and becoming flow; while the base of love flow in the universe in Mulla Sadra's view is based on the flow of science and reason and life in the universe. From their point of view, love of slave to Excellence Lord is based on the truth, and virtual love - the love to the creatures - is back to true love, and the whole-view mirror of true love, and virtual love is divided into the sensual and animal, each of which has its special rules and attributes. Also, a person who knows excellence God loves Him; therefore, he/she obeys Him. The love of saints of God requires a kind of sensual agreement and consent with them; and since Almighty Allah loves His nature, He loves the effects of His nature including man but special kindness of God belongs to those who have divine attributes and deeds. In the third chapter, the viewpoint of Allameh Tabatabaei is discussed and his views on issues that were expressed in the view of Mulla Sadra are examined; from the definition of love to the issues of true and virtual love and the relationship between love with worship, obedience and knowledge as well as the heart care against loving infidels. In the fourth chapter, views are adapted and it can be concluded that in the vast majority of issues, Allame's view is largely similar to Mulla Sadra's, although some issues may have been interpreted differently. However, the greatest difference can be found in the relation of love with science and reason and life; Allameh, unlike Mulla Sadra, basically does not see the relationship between the flow of science and life with the flow of love and kindness in creatures. Keywords: love, Alameh Tabatabaei, kindness, Mulla Sadra
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